As finals approach, do you know where to find the Law Library’s **quietest** study spots?
Sub-1

3 study tables in the North Wing
- Seating for 18
- Bonus: 2 sun lamps
Sub-2

3 study tables in the North Wing
  ● Seating for 18

1 study table in the West Wing
  ● Seating for 10

2 reservable study rooms
  ● S221
  ● S215

The quietest spot of them all!
Sub-3

3 study tables in the North Wing

- Seating for 18
Three Floors, No Waiting

In addition to the law student end of the Reading Room, the Smith underground library is exclusively reserved as your study space. Since only law students are permitted to study in Smith, you are sure to find a quiet spot to do your work among the 550 seats available.

Quiet Study Spaces for Every Occasion

Open Seating in the Sunlight

Just because we’re underground, doesn’t mean we’re in the dark. Refresh yourself in the light left in by the sloping Smith lightwells.

What’s Your Study Style?

Distractions getting in your way? Study in seclusion in one of the open carrels.

Need to stretch your legs? Use one of the handful of standing tables.

Want to collaborate with your peers? Reserve a group study room in the Reading Room or underground.

Feel like curling up with a book? Relax on a sofa or armchair.

Did You Know?

You can have library books delivered to your carrel shelf and keep them there all semester. Reserve your carrel shelf at the Circulation Desk on Sub-2.

Get to the Group Study Room reservation page from the Law Library homepage.